
Good afternoon. We are now in our third week of the New Year and the markets have
been positive all-around to start the New Year. This is important because of the
so-called "January Effect" where the performance for the first month of the year can
dictate how the rest of the year will play out. With 7 trading days left in the month, it's
looking good so far but it's also worth mentioning that we are in the heart of earnings
season.

The next couple of weeks are going to be packed with earnings and economic reports
that will dictate the short-term directions for both equity and fixed income markets. The
biggest concerns for the markets right now are: Earnings & A Soft Landing vs. A Hard
Landing. Remember, our thesis has been we need inflation to fall faster than economic
growth. Let's take a deeper look at the economic backdrop.

Hard Landing vs. Soft Landing:

Last week the "Hard Landing" camp received a boost via sharp drops in economic data
around retail sales and manufacturing:

● Retail Sales dropped -1.1% vs. estimates of -0.9% & Nov estimates were revised
down

o "Control" retail sales dropped -0.7% vs estimates of -0.3% which
measures spending ex-auto's/gasoline/building materials. A better
measure of true consumer spending.

● Empire Manufacturing Survey - Came in a -32.9 vs. estimates of -8.1. This is the
worst reading outside of the Covid shutdown since 2009 and confirms a
contraction of the manufacturing sector in the Mid-Atlantic.

In the first few weeks of the year, the markets have been in the "Soft Landing" camp
and that was dealt a blow last week. The next couple of weeks will deliver the bulk of
the S&P 500 earnings so we will be watching that closely. We also get more data on the
economy with the Flash Composite PMI (economic activity) and Consumer Prices
(inflation). Both readings will be important to the Federal Reserve which matters to
markets because the sooner we get a Fed Pause on rates, the better the markets will
feel. 

We ended last year with our newsletter "It's The Data, Stupid" and that has rung true in
the first three weeks. So far, it's been a mixed bag and it will likely take weeks and/or
months to get things settled. We will update you accordingly but until things are more
clear, expect the market to be in a trading range and volatility to continue. 

Have a great week!

Regards,

Tim

See Our Latest Thoughts on the Markets:
https://davis.stewardpartners.com/.6.htm
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The views expressed herein are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of
Steward Partners or its affiliates.  All opinions are subject to change without notice.  Neither the
information provided nor any opinion expressed constitutes a solicitation for the purchase or
sale of any security.  Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

Keep in mind that individuals cannot invest directly in any index, and index performance does not include
transaction costs or other fees, which will affect actual investment performance. Individual investor's
results will vary. Past performance does not guarantee future results.
The S&P 500 Index is widely regarded as the best single gauge of the U.S. equities market. The index
includes a representative sample of 500 leading companies in leading industries of the U.S. economy.
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The S&P 500 Index focuses on the large-cap segment of the market; however, since it includes a
significant portion of the total value of the market, it also represents the market.
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